
Can Must Should

Name: Date: __/__/20__

It drives me on as the wind drives the leaves that lie on the road, and I
_________not help it.
1.

can

Sometimes, it _________ be admitted, we get homesick.2. must

If I had any gifts, I _________ like to get the credit.3. should

But it _________ be confessed that the girls were more annoyed than they
were agitated.
4. must

We _________ not afford to antagonize the churches.5. can

I _________ like to know what the mad picture means.6. should

I _________'t help it; it won't stay shut.7. can

That will be a prize indeed, I _________ like to see the race.8. should

I have no evidence, I _________ confess, to offer of its reality beyond that
which is accessible to every one.
9. must

Now I _________ confess that I felt uneasy at being obliged to resort to
this means of finding a temporary home for my love.
10. must

What a lot of things there are that I _________ like to do!11. should

You _________'t think how kind and gentle he was, the great grim man,
whom I've feared more than anybody on earth.
12. can

But at length, and as far as we _________ judge, he seems to have
become the choice of his nation.
13. can

I _________not help thinking that there was some malice in the way he
seized the opportunity to serve you.
14. can

_________'t say I do, Ursula.15. Can

I'm only ill and worried, _________'t you see?16. can
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You _________'t think how I miss her!17. can

It was rather the work of a learned man than the account of a traveller,
and it _________ be admitted that the learning is occasionally ill-directed.
18.

must

There _________ be no doubt of the early grandeur and high civilization
of India.
19. can

But not, it _________ be confessed, in the aristocratic seclusion of his
own berth.
20. must
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